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1.1

Introdu tion

A geneti algorithm (GA) is a sear h and optimization method whi h works by mimi king the evolutionary
prin iples and hromosomal pro essing in natural geneti s. A GA begins its sear h with a random set of
solutions usually oded in binary string stru tures. Every solution is assigned a tness whi h is dire tly
related to the obje tive fun tion of the sear h and optimization problem. Thereafter, the population of
solutions is modi ed to a new population by applying three operators similar to natural geneti operators|
reprodu tion, rossover, and mutation. A GA works iteratively by su essively applying these three operators
in ea h generation till a termination riterion is satis ed. Over the past one de ade and more, GAs have
been su essfully applied to a wide variety of problems, be ause of their simpli ity, global perspe tive, and
inherent parallel pro essing.
Classi al sear h and optimization methods demonstrate a number of diÆ ulties when fa ed with omplex
problems. The major diÆ ulty arises when a one algorithm is applied to solve a number of di erent problems.
This is be ause ea h lassi al method is designed to solve only a parti ular lass of problems eÆ iently. Thus,
these methods do not have the breadth to solve di erent types of problems often fa ed by designers and
pra titioners. Moreover, most lassi al methods do not have the global perspe tive and often get onverged to
a lo ally optimal solution. Another diÆ ulty is their inability to be used in parallel omputing environment
eÆ iently. Sin e most lassi al algorithms are serial in nature, not mu h advantage (or speed-up) an be
a hieved with them.
The GA te hnique was rst on eived by Professor John Holland of University of Mi higan, Ann Arbor
in 1965. His rst book appeared in 1975 (Holland, 1975) and till 1985, GAs have been pra ti ed mainly
by Holland and his students (Bagley, 1967; Bethke, 1981; Cavi hio, 1971; De Jong, 1975; Goldberg, 1983).
Exponentially more number of resear hers and pra titioners be ame interested in GAs soon after the rst
International onferen e on GAs held in 1985. Now, there exist a number of books (Gen and Cheng, 1997;
Goldberg, 1989; Mi halewi z, 1992; Mit hell, 1996) and a few journals dedi ated to publishing resear h
papers on the topi (in luding one from MIT Press and one from IEEE). Every year, there are at least 15-20
onferen es and workshops being held on the topi at various parts of the globe. The major reason for GA's
popularity in various sear h and optimization problems is its global perspe tive, wide spread appli ability,
and inherent parallelism.
In the remainder of the paper, we shall dis uss the working prin iple of a GA by showing a hand
simulation. Thereafter, we argue intuitive reasons for the working of a GA. Later, we dis uss several di erent
analyti al tools used to understand the omplex dynami s of GAs. Finally, the paper brie y mentions a
number of extensions whi h an be used in solving various types of sear h and optimization problems.
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Classi al Sear h and Optimization Te hniques

Traditional sear h and optimization methods an be lassi ed into two distin t groups: Dire t and gradientbased methods (Deb, 1995; Reklaitis at el., 1983). In dire t methods, only obje tive fun tion and onstraints
are used to guide the sear h strategy, whereas gradient-based methods use the rst and/or se ond-order
derivatives of the obje tive fun tion and/or onstraints to guide the sear h pro ess. Sin e derivative information is not used, the dire t sear h methods are usually slow, requiring many fun tion evaluations for
onvergen e. For the same reason, they an be applied to many problems without a major hange of the
algorithm. On the other hand, gradient-based methods qui kly onverge to an optimal solution, but are
not eÆ ient in non-di erentiable or dis ontinuous problems. In addition, there are some ommon diÆ ulties
with most of the traditional dire t and gradient-based te hniques:

 Convergen e to an optimal solution depends on the hosen initial solution.
 Most algorithms tend to get stu k to a suboptimal solution.
 An algorithm eÆ ient in solving one sear h and optimization problem may not be eÆ ient in solving
a di erent problem.

 Algorithms are not eÆ ient in handling problems having dis rete variables.
 Algorithms annot be eÆ iently used on a parallel ma hine.
Be ause of the nonlinearities and omplex intera tions among problem variables often exist in omplex
sear h and optimization problems, the sear h spa e may have many optimal solutions, of whi h most are
lo ally optimal solutions having inferior obje tive fun tion values. When solving these problems, if traditional
methods get attra ted to any of these lo ally optimal solutions, there is no es ape from it.
Many traditional methods are designed to solve a spe i type of sear h and optimization problems. For
example, geometri programming (GP) method is designed to solve only posynomial-type obje tive fun tion
and onstraints (DuÆn et al., 1967). GP is eÆ ient in solving su h problems but an not be applied suitably
to solve other types of fun tions. Conjugate dire tion method has a onvergen e proof for solving quadrati
fun tions, but they are not expe ted to work well in problems having multiple optimal solutions. Frank-Wolfe
method (Reklaitis at el., 1983) works eÆ iently on linear-like fun tion and onstraints, but the performan e
largely depends on the hosen initial onditions. Thus, one algorithm may be best suited for one problem and
may not be even appli able to a di erent problem. This requires designers to know a number of optimization
algorithms.
In many sear h and optimization problems, problem variables are often restri ted to take dis rete values
only. To solve su h problems, an usual pra ti e is to assume that the problem variables are real-valued. A
lassi al method an then be applied to nd a real-valued solution. To make this solution feasible, the nearest
allowable dis rete solution is hosen. But, there are a number of diÆ ulties with this approa h. Firstly,
sin e many infeasible values of problem variables are allowed in the optimization pro ess, the optimization
algorithm is likely to take many fun tion evaluations before onverging, thereby making the sear h e ort
ineÆ ient. Se ondly, for ea h infeasible dis rete variable, two values (the nearest lower and upper available
sizes) are to be he ked. For N dis rete variables, a total of 2 su h additional solutions need to be
evaluated. Thirdly, two options he ked for ea h variable may not guarantee the optimal ombination of all
variables. All these diÆ ulties an be eliminated if only feasible values of the variables are allowed during
the optimization pro ess.
Many sear h and optimization problems require use of a simulation software, involving nite element
te hnique, omputational uid me hani s approa h, solution of nonlinear equations, and others, to ompute
the obje tive fun tion and onstraints. The use of su h softwares is time- onsuming and may require several
minutes to hours to evaluate one solution. Be ause of the availability of parallel omputing ma hines, it
be omes now onvenient to use parallel ma hines in solving omplex sear h and optimization problems. Sin e
most traditional methods use point-by-point approa h, where one solution gets updated to a new solution
in one iteration, the advantage of parallel ma hines annot be exploited.
The above dis ussion suggests that traditional methods are not good andidates for an eÆ ient sear h and
optimization algorithm. In the following se tion, we des ribe the geneti algorithm whi h works a ording
to prin iples of natural geneti s and evolution, and whi h has been demonstrated to solve various sear h and
optimization problems.
N
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Motivation from Nature

Most biologists believe that the main driving for e behind the natural evolution is the Darwin's survival-ofthe- ttest prin iple (Dawkins, 1976; Eldredge, 1989). In most situations, the nature ruthlessly follows two
simple prin iples:
1. If by geneti pro essing an above-average o spring is reated, it is going to survive longer than an
average individual and thus have more opportunities to produ e hildren having some of its traits than
an average individual.
2. If, on the other hand, a below-average o spring is reated, it does not survive longer and thus gets
eliminated from the population.
The renowned biologists Ri hard Dawkins explains many evolutionary fa ts with the help of Darwin's
survival-of-the- ttest prin iple in his seminal works (Dawkins, 1976; 1986). He argues that the tall trees that
exist in the mountains were only a feet tall during early ages of evolution. By geneti pro essing if one tree
had produ ed an o spring an in h taller than all other trees, that o spring enjoyed more sunlight and rain
and attra ted more inse ts for pollination than all other trees. With extra bene ts, that lu ky o spring had
an in reased life and more importantly had produ ed more o spring like it (with tall feature) than others.
Soon enough, it o upies most of the mountain with trees having its genes and the ompetition for survival
now ontinues with other trees, sin e the available resour e (land) is limited. On the other hand, if a tree
had produ ed an o spring with an in h smaller than others, it was less fortunate to enjoy all the fa ilities
other neighboring trees had enjoyed. Thus, that o spring ould not survive longer. In a geneti algorithm,
this feature of natural evolution is introdu ed through its operators.
The prin iple of emphasizing good solutions and deleting bad solutions is a ni e feature a populationbased approa h should have. But one may wonder about the real onne tion between an optimization
pro edure and natural evolution! Has the natural evolutionary pro ess tried to maximize a utility fun tion
of some sort? Truly speaking, one an imagine a number of su h fun tions whi h the nature may be thriving
to maximize: Life span of a spe ies, quality of life of a spe ies, physi al growth, and others. However, any
of these fun tions is non-stationary in nature and largely depends on the evolution of other related spe ies.
Thus, in essen e, the nature has been really optimizing mu h more ompli ated obje tive fun tions by means
of natural geneti s and natural sele tion than sear h and optimization problems we are interested in solving.
A geneti algorithm is an abstra tion of the omplex natural geneti s and natural sele tion pro ess. The
simple version of a GA des ribed in the following se tion aims to solve stationary sear h and optimization
problems. Although a GA is a simple abstra tion, it is robust and has been found to solve various sear h
and optimization problems of s ien e, engineering, and ommer e.
1.4
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In this se tion, we rst des ribe the working prin iple of a geneti algorithm. Thereafter, we shall show a
simulation of a geneti algorithm for one iteration on a simple optimization problem. Later, we shall give
intuitive reasoning of why a GA is a useful sear h and optimization pro edure.
1.4.1

Working Prin iple

Geneti algorithm (GA) is an iterative optimization pro edure. Instead of working with a single solution in
ea h iteration, a GA works with a number of solutions ( olle tively known as a population) in ea h iteration.
A ow hart of the working prin iple of a simple GA is shown in Figure 1.1. In the absen e of any knowledge
of the problem domain, a GA begins its sear h from a random population of solutions. As shown in the
gure, a solution in a GA is represented using a string oding of xed length. We shall dis uss about the
details of the oding pro edure a little later. But for now noti e how a GA pro esses these strings in a
iteration. If a termination riterion is not satis ed, three di erent operators|reprodu tion, rossover, and
mutation|are applied to update the population of strings. One iteration of these three operators is known
as a generation in the parlan e of GAs. Sin e the representation of a solution in a GA is similar to a natural
hromosome and GA operators are similar to geneti operators, the above pro edure is named as geneti
algorithm. We now dis uss the details of the oding representation of a solution and GA operators in details
in the following subse tions.
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Begin

Initialize Population

gen = 0

Assign Fitness

Evaluation

No

Cond?

Yes
Reproduction
gen = gen + 1
Stop
Crossover

Mutation

Figure 1.1: A ow hart of working prin iple of a geneti algorithm
Representation

In a binary- oded GA, every variable is rst oded in a xed-length binary string. For example, the following
is a string, representing N problem variables:
010 : : : 0010
11010
| {z }
| {z } |{z}
| {z } 1001001
x3
x1
x2
xN

The i-th problem variable is oded in a binary substring of length ` , so that the total number of alternatives
allowed in that variable is 2 i . The lower bound solution xmin is represented by the solution (00: : :0) and
the upper bound solution xmax is represented by the solution (11: : :1). Any other substring s de odes to a
solution x as follows:
xmax xmin
x = xmin +
(1.1)
2 i 1 DV(s );
i

`

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

`

where DV(s ) is the de oded value1 of the substring s . The length of a substring is usually de ided by the
pre ision needed in a variable. For example, if three de imal pla es of a ura y is needed in the i-th variable,
the total number of alternatives in the variable must be (xmax xmin )=0:001, whi h an be set equal to 2 i
and ` an be omputed as follows:
 xmax xmin 
` = log2
:
(1.2)

i

i

i

`

i

i

i

i

i

i

Here, the parameter  Pis the desired pre ision in the i-th variable. The total string length of a N -variable
solution is then ` = =1 ` . Representing a solution in a string of bits (0 or 1) resembles a natural
hromosome whi h is a olle tion of genes having parti ular allele values.
In the initial population, `-bit strings are reated at random (at ea h of ` positions, there is a equal
probability of reating a 0 or a 1). On e su h a string is reated, the rst `1 bits an be extra ted from the
omplete string and orresponding value of the variable x1 an be al ulated using Equation 1.1 and using
the hosen lower and upper limits of the variable x1 . Thereafter, the next `2 bits an be extra ted from the
original string and the variable x2 an be al ulated. This pro ess an be ontinued until all N variables
are obtained from the omplete string. Thus, an `-bit string represents a omplete solution spe ifying all N
variables uniquely. On e these values are known, the obje tive fun tion f (x1 ; : : : ; x ) an be omputed.
In a GA, ea h string reated either in the initial population or in the subsequent generations must be
assigned a tness value whi h is related to the obje tive fun tion value. For maximization problems, a string's
tness an be equal to the string's obje tive fun tion value. However, for minimization problems, the goal is
i

N
i

i

N

1 The de oded value of a binary substring

S

(

S`

1 S` 2 : : : S2 S1 S0 ) is al ulated as

P`

j =0

12j Sj , where

Sj

2 (0 1).
;
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to nd a solution having the minimum obje tive fun tion value. Thus, the tness an be al ulated as the
re ipro al of the obje tive fun tion value so that solutions with smaller obje tive fun tion value get larger
tness. Usually, the following transformation fun tion is used for minimization problems:
(1.3)
Fitness = 1 + f (x 1; : : : ; x ) :
1
There are a number of advantages of using a string representation to ode variables. First, this allows
a shielding between the working of GA and the a tual problem. What GA pro esses is `-bit strings, whi h
may represent any number of variables, depending on the problem at hand. Thus, the same GA ode an
be used for di erent problems by only hanging the de nition of oding a string. This allows a GA to have
a wide spread appli ability. Se ond, a GA an exploit the similarities in string oding to make its sear h
faster, a matter whi h is important in the working of a GA and is dis ussed in Subse tion 4.3.
N

Reprodu tion

Reprodu tion (or sele tion) is usually the rst operator applied on a population. Reprodu tion sele ts good
strings in a population and forms a mating pool. There exists a number of reprodu tion operators in the
GA literature (Goldberg and Deb, 1991), but the essential idea is that above-average strings are pi ked
from the urrent population and dupli ates of them are inserted in the mating pool. The ommonly-used
reprodu tion operator is the proportionate sele tion operator, where a string in the urrent population is
sele ted with a probability proportional to the string's tness. Thus, the i-th string in the population is
sele ted with a probability proportional to f . Sin e the population size is usually kept xed in a simple
GA, the umulative probability
P for all strings in the population must be one. Therefore, the probability for
sele ting i-th string is f = =1 f , where N is the population size. One way to a hieve this proportionate
sele tion is to use a roulette-wheel with the ir umferen e marked for ea h string proportionate to the string's
tness. The roulette-wheel is spun N times, ea h time keeping an instan e of the string, sele ted by the
roulette-wheel pointer, in the mating pool. Sin e the ir umferen e of the wheel is marked a ording to a
string's tness, this roulette-wheel me hanism is expe ted to make f =f opies of the i-th string, where f is
the average tness of the population. This version of roulette-wheel sele tion is somewhat noisy; other more
stable versions exist in the literature (Goldberg, 1989). As will be dis ussed later, the proportionate sele tion
s heme is inherently slow. One x-up is to use a ranking sele tion s heme. All N strings in a population
is rst ranked a ording to as ending order of string's tness. Ea h string is then assigned a rank from 1
(worst) to N (best) and an linear tness fun tion is assigned for all the strings so that the best string gets
two opies and the worst string gets no opies after reprodu tion. Thereafter, the proportionate sele tion is
used with these tness values. This ranking reprodu tion s heme eliminates the fun tion-dependen y whi h
exists in the proportionate reprodu tion s heme.
The tournament sele tion s heme is getting in reasingly popular be ause of its simpli ity and ontrolled
takeover property (Goldberg and Deb, 1991). In its simplest form (binary tournament sele tion), two strings
are hosen at random for a tournament and the better of the two is sele ted a ording to the string's tness
value. If done systemati ally, the best string in a population gets exa tly two opies in the mating pool.
It is important to note that this reprodu tion operator does not require a transformation of the obje tive
fun tion to al ulate tness of a string as suggested in Equation 1.3 for minimization problems. The better
of two strings an be judged by hoosing the string with the smaller obje tive fun tion value.
i

N

i

j

j

i

Crossover

Crossover operator is applied next to the strings of the mating pool. Like reprodu tion operator, there exists
a number of rossover operators in the GA literature (Spears and De Jong, 1991; Syswerda, 1989), but in
almost all rossover operators, two strings are pi ked from the mating pool at random and some portion of
the strings are ex hanged between the strings. In a single-point rossover operator, both strings are ut at
an arbitrary pla e and the right-side portion of both strings are swapped among themselves to reate two
new strings, as illustrated in the following:
Parent1
Parent2

0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1

)

0 0 1 1 1
1 1 0 0 0

Child1
Child2

It is interesting to note from the onstru tion that good substrings from either parent string an be ombined
to form a better hild string if an appropriate site is hosen. Sin e the knowledge of an appropriate site
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is usually not known, a random site is usually hosen. However, it is important to realize that the hoi e
of a random site does not make this sear h operation random. With a single-point rossover on two `-bit
parent strings, the sear h an only nd at most 2(` 1) di erent strings in the sear h spa e, whereas there
are a total of 2 strings in the sear h spa e. With a random site, the hildren strings produ ed may or
may not have a ombination of good substrings from parent strings depending on whether the rossing site
falls in the appropriate pla e or not. But we do not worry about this aspe t too mu h, be ause if good
strings are reated by rossover, there will be more opies of them in the next mating pool generated by the
reprodu tion operator. But if good strings are not reated by rossover, they will not survive beyond next
generation, be ause reprodu tion will not sele t bad strings for the next mating pool.
In a two-point rossover operator, two random sites are hosen and the ontents bra keted by these sites
are ex hanged between two parents. This idea an be extended to reate a multi-point rossover operator
and the extreme of this extension is what is known as a uniform rossover operator (Syswerda, 1989). In a
uniform rossover for binary strings, ea h bit from either parent is sele ted with a probability of 0.5.
It is worthwhile to note that the purpose of the rossover operator is two-fold. The main purpose of the
rossover operator is to sear h the parameter spa e. Other aspe t is that the sear h needs to be performed
in a way to preserve the information stored in the parent strings maximally, be ause these parent strings are
instan es of good strings sele ted using the reprodu tion operator. In the single-point rossover operator,
the sear h is not extensive, but the maximum information is preserved from parent to hildren. On the other
hand, in the uniform rossover, the sear h is very extensive but minimum information is preserved between
parent and hildren strings. However, in order to preserve some of the previously-found good strings, not all
strings in the population are parti ipated in the rossover operation. If a rossover probability of p is used
then 100p % strings in the population are used in the rossover operation and 100(1 p )% of the population
are simply opied to the new population. Even though best 100(1 p )% of the urrent population an be
opied deterministi ally to the new population, this is usually performed sto hasti ally.
`

Mutation

Crossover operator is mainly responsible for the sear h aspe t of geneti algorithms, even though mutation
operator is also used for this purpose sparingly. Mutation operator hanges a 1 to a 0 and vi e versa with a
small mutation probability, p :
m

00000

)

00010

In the above example, the fourth gene has hanged its value, thereby reating a new solution. The need for
mutation is to maintain diversity in the population. For example, if in a parti ular position along the string
length all strings in the population have a value 0, and a 1 is needed in that position to obtain the optimum
or a near-optimum solution, then the rossover operator des ribed above will be able to reate a 1 in that
position. The in lusion of mutation introdu es some probability of turning that 0 into a 1. Furthermore, for
lo al improvement of a solution, mutation is useful.
After reprodu tion, rossover, and mutation are applied to the whole population, one generation of a GA
is ompleted. These three operators are simple and straightforward. Reprodu tion operator sele ts good
strings and rossover operator re ombines good substrings from two good strings together to hopefully form
a better substring. Mutation operator alters a string lo ally to hopefully reate a better string. Even though
none of these laims are guaranteed and/or tested while reating a new population of strings, it is expe ted
that if bad strings are reated they will be eliminated by the reprodu tion operator in the next generation
and if good strings are reated, they will be emphasized. Later, we shall dis uss some intuitive reasoning as
to why a GA with these simple operators may onstitute a potential sear h algorithm.
1.4.2

A Hand Cal ulation

The working prin iple des ribed above is simple, with GA operators involving string opying and substring
ex hange, plus the o asional alteration of bits. Indeed, it is surprising that with su h simple operators and
me hanisms, a potential sear h is possible. We will try to give an intuitive answer to su h doubts and also
remind the reader that a number of studies have attempted to nd a rigorous mathemati al onvergen e
proof for GAs (Rudolph, 1994; Vose, 1999; Whitley, 1992). Even though the operations are simple, GAs are
highly nonlinear, massively multi-fa eted, sto hasti and omplex. There exist studies using Markov hain
analysis whi h involve deriving transition probabilities from one state to another and manipulating them to
nd the onvergen e time and solution. Sin e the number of possible states for a reasonable string length and
population size be ome unmanageable even with the high-speed omputers available today, other analyti al
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Table 1.1: One generation of a GA hand-simulation on the fun tion sin(x).

String DVa
01001
10100
00001
11010

Initial population
f (x)
f =f

x

9 0.912
20 2.027
1 0.101
26 2.635
Average, f
avg

i

0.791
0.898
0.101
0.485
0.569

avg

1.39
1.58
0.18
0.85

ACb Mating
pool
1
01001
2
10100
0
10100
1
11010

Mating Pool CS

New population
String DVa
x
f (x)
01001
3 01000 8 0.811 0.725
10100
3 10101 21 2.128 0.849
10100
2 10010 18 1.824 0.968
11010
2 11100 28 2.838 0.299
Average, f
0.710
a DV, de oded value of the string.
b AC, a tual ount of strings in the population.
CS, ross site.
avg

te hniques (statisti al me hani s approa hes and dynami al systems models) have also been used to analyze
the onvergen e properties of GAs.
In order to investigate why GAs work, let us apply the GA for only one- y le to a numeri al maximization
problem (Deb, 2001):

Maximize sin(x);
(1.4)
Variable bound 0  x  :
We will use ve-bit strings to represent the variable x in the range [0; ℄, so that the string (00000) represents
the x = 0 solution and the string (11111) represents the x =  solution. The other 30 strings are mapped
in the range [0; ℄ uniformly. Let us also assume that we use a population of size four, the proportionate
sele tion, the single-point rossover operator with p = 1, and no mutation (or, p = 0). To start the GA
simulation, we reate a random initial population, evaluate ea h string, and then use three GA operators, as
shown in Table 1.1. The rst string has a de oded value equal to 9 and this string orresponds to a solution
x = 0:912, whi h has a fun tion value equal to sin(0:912) = 0:791. Similarly, the other three stings are also
evaluated. Sin e the proportionate reprodu tion s heme assigns a number of opies a ording to a string's
tness, the expe ted number of opies for ea h string is al ulated in olumn 5. When the proportionate
sele tion operator is a tually implemented, the number of opies allo ated to the strings is shown in olumn 6.
Column 7 shows the mating pool. It is noteworthy that the third string in the initial population has a tness
whi h is very small ompared to the average tness of the population and is eliminated by the sele tion
operator. On the other hand, the se ond string, being a good string, made two opies in the mating pool.
The rossover sites are hosen at random and the four new strings reated after rossover is shown in olumn 3
of the bottom table. Sin e no mutation is used, none of the bits are altered. Thus, olumn 3 of the bottom
table represents the population at the end of one y le of a GA. Thereafter, ea h of these stings is then
de oded, mapped and evaluated. This ompletes one generation of a GA simulation. The average tness
of the new population is found to be 0.710, i.e. an improvement from that in the initial population. It
is interesting to note that even though all operators used random numbers, a GA with all three operators
produ es a dire ted sear h, whi h usually results in an in rease in the average quality of solutions from one
generation to the next.
m

1.4.3

Understanding How GAs work

The string opying and substring ex hange are all interesting and seem to improve the average performan e
of a population, but let us now ask the question: `What has been pro essed in one y le of a GA?' If we
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investigate arefully, we observe that among the strings of the two populations there are some similarities in
the string positions among the strings. By the appli ation of three GA operators, the number of strings with
similarities at ertain string positions has been in reased from the initial population to the new population.
These similarities are alled s hema in the GA literature. More spe i ally, a s hema represents a set of
strings with ertain similarities at ertain string positions. To represent a s hema for binary odings, a
triplet (1, 0 and ) is used; a  represents both 1 or 0. It is interesting to note that a string is also a s hema
representing only one string { the string itself.
Two de nitions are asso iated with a s hema. The order of a s hema H is de ned as the number of de ned
positions in the s hema and is represented as o(H ). A s hema with full order o(H ) = ` represents a string.
The de ning length of a s hema H is de ned as the distan e between the outermost de ned positions. For
example, the s hema H = ( 1 0   0   ) has an order o(H ) = 3 (there are three de ned positions:
1 at the se ond gene, 0 at the third gene, and 0 at the sixth gene) and a de ning length Æ (H ) = 6 2 = 4.
A s hema H1 = (1 0   ) represents eight strings with a 1 in the rst position and a 0 in the se ond
position. From Table 1.1, we observe that there is only one string representing this s hema H1 in the initial
population and that there are two strings representing this s hema in the new population. On the other hand,
even though there was one representative string of the s hema H2 = (0 0   ) in the initial population,
there is not one in the new population. There are a number of other s hemata that we may investigate and
on lude whether the number of strings they represent is in reased from the initial population to the new
population or not.
The so- alled s hema theorem provides an estimate of the growth of a s hema H under the a tion of
one y le of the above tripartite GA. Holland (1975) and later Goldberg (1989) al ulated the growth of the
s hema under a sele tion operator and then al ulated the survival probability of the s hema under rossover
and mutation operators, but did not al ulate the probability of onstru ting a s hema from re ombination
and mutation operations in a generi sense. For a single-point rossover operator with a probability p ,
a mutation operator with a probability p , and the proportionate sele tion operator, Goldberg (1989)
al ulated the following lower bound on the s hema growth in one iteration of a GA:
m

m(H; t + 1)



 m(H; t) ff(H ) 1
avg

p

Æ (H )
`

1



pm o(H ) ;

(1.5)

where m(H; t) is the number of opies of the s hema H in the population at generation t, f (H ) is the tness
of the s hema (de ned as the average tness of all strings representing the s hema in the population), and
f
is the average tness of the population. The above inequality leads to the s hema theorem (Holland,
1975), as follows.
avg

Short, low-order, and above-average s hemata re eive exponentially in reasing number of trials
in subsequent generations.
A s hema represents a number of similar strings. Thus, a s hema an be thought of as representing a
ertain region in the sear h spa e. For the above fun tion, the s hema H1 = (1 0   ) represents strings
with x values varying from 1.621 to 2.330 with fun tion values varying from 0.999 to 0.725. On the other
hand, the s hema H2 = (0 0   ) represents strings with x values varying from 0.0 to 0.709 with fun tion
values varying from 0.0 to 0.651. Sin e our obje tive is to maximize the fun tion, we would like to have more
opies of strings representing s hema H1 than H2 . This is what we have a omplished in Table 1.1 without
having to ount all of these ompeting s hema and without the knowledge of the omplete sear h spa e, but
by manipulating only a few instan es of the sear h spa e. Let us use the inequality shown in equation (1.5) to
estimate the growth of H1 and H2 . We observe that there is only one string (the se ond string) representing
this s hema, or m(H1 ; 0) = 1. Sin e all strings are used in the rossover operation and no mutation is used,
p = 1:0 and p = 0. For the s hema H1 , the tness f (H1 ) = 0:898, the order o(H1 ) = 2, and the de ning
length Æ(H1 ) = 1. In addition, the average tness of the population is f = 0:569. Thus, we obtain from
equation (1.5):
m

avg



0:898 1 (1:0) 1
m(H1 ; 1)  (1) 
0:569
5 1 (0:0)(2)
= 1:184:



;

The above al ulation suggests that the number of strings representing the s hema H1 must in rease. We
have two representations (the se ond and third strings) of this s hema in the next generation. For the
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s hema H2 , the estimated number of opies using equation (1.5) is m(H2 ; 1)  0:133. Table 1.1 shows that
no representative string of this s hema exists in the new population.
The s hema H1 for the above example has only two de ned positions (the rst two bits) and both de ned
bits are tightly spa ed (very lose to ea h other) and ontain the possible near-optimal solution (the string
(1 0 0 0 0) is the optimal string in this problem). The s hemata that are short, low-order, and aboveaverage are known as the building blo ks. While GA operators are applied on a population of strings, a
number of su h building blo ks in various parts along the string get emphasized, su h as H1 (whi h has the
rst two bits in ommon with the true optimal string) in the above example. Note that although H2 is short
and low-order, it is not an above-average s hema. Thus, H2 is not a building blo k. This is how GAs an
emphasize di erent short, low-order and above-average s hemata in the population. On e adequate number
of su h building blo ks are present in a GA population, they get ombined together due to the a tion of the
GA operators to form bigger and better building blo ks. This pro ess nally leads a GA to nd the optimal
solution. This hypothesis is known as the Building Blo k Hypothesis (Goldberg, 1989).
1.4.4

Constraint Handling

As outlined elsewhere (Mi halewi z and S hoenauer, 1996), most onstraint handling methods whi h exist
in the GA literature an be lassi ed into ve ategories, as follows:
1. Methods based on preserving feasibility of solutions.
2. Methods based on penalty fun tions.
3. Methods biasing feasible over infeasible solutions.
4. Methods based on de oders.
5. Hybrid methods.
However, in most appli ations, the penalty fun tion method has been used with GAs. Usually, an exterior
penalty term (Deb, 1995, Reklaitis at el., 1983), whi h penalizes infeasible solutions, is preferred. Based on
the onstraint violation g (x) or h (x), a bra ket-operator penalty term is added to the obje tive fun tion
and a penalized fun tion is formed:
j

k

F (x)

= f (x) +

X
J

h

i+

Rj gj (x)

j =1

X
K

j

j

rk hk (x) ;

(1.6)

k=1

where R and r are user-de ned penalty parameters. The bra ket-operator h i denotes the absolute value
of the operand, if the operand is negative. Otherwise, if the operand is non-negative, it returns a value
of zero. Sin e di erent onstraints may take di erent orders of magnitude, it is essential to normalize all
onstraints before using the above equation. A onstraint g (x)  b an be normalized by using the following
transformation:
g (x)  g (x)=b
1  0:
Equality onstraints an also be normalized similarly. Normalizing onstraints in the above manner has
an additional advantage. Sin e all normalized onstraint violations take more or less the same order of
magnitude, they all an be simply added as the overall onstraint violation and thus only one penalty
parameter R will be needed to make the overall onstraint violation of the same order as the obje tive
fun tion:
2
3
j

k

j

j

j

F (x)

= f (x) + R 4

j

j

X
J

hg (x)i +

X
K

j

j =1

jh (x)j5 :
k

(1.7)

k=1

When an EA uses a xed value of R in the entire run, the method is alled the stati penalty method. There
are two diÆ ulties asso iated with this stati penalty fun tion approa h:
1. The optimal solution of F (x) depends on penalty parameters R. Users usually have to try di erent
values of R to nd whi h value would steer the sear h towards the feasible region. This requires extensive experimentation to nd any reasonable solution. This problem is so severe that some resear hers
have used di erent values of R depending on the level of onstraint violation (Homaifar et al., 1994),
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Figure 1.2: A onstraint handling strategy without any penalty parameter.

while some have used a sophisti ated temperature-based evolution of penalty parameters through generations (Mi halewi z and Attia, 1994) involving a few parameters des ribing the rate of evolution. We
will dis uss these dynami ally hanging penalty methods a little later.
2. The in lusion of the penalty term distorts the obje tive fun tion (Deb, 1995). For small values of R,
the distortion is small, but the optimum of F (x) may not be near the true onstrained optimum. On
the other hand, if a large R is used, the optimum of F (x) is loser to the true onstrained optimum,
but the distortion may be so severe that F (x) may have arti ial lo ally optimal solutions. This
primarily happens due to intera tions among multiple onstraints. EAs are not free from the distortion
e e t aused due to the addition of the penalty term in the obje tive fun tion. However, EAs are
omparatively less sensitive to distorted fun tion lands apes due to the sto hasti ity in their operators.
A re ent study (Deb, 2000) suggested a modi ation, whi h eliminates both the above diÆ ulties by not
requiring any penalty parameter:
 f (x);
if x is feasible;
P
P
F (x) =
(1.8)
fmax +
otherwise.
=1 hg (x)i +
=1 jh (x)j;
J
j

K

j

k

k

Here, fmax is the obje tive fun tion value of the worst feasible solution in the population. Figure 1.2
shows the onstru tion pro edure of F (x) from f (x) and g(x) for a single-variable obje tive fun tion. One
fundamental di eren e between this approa h and the previous approa h is that the obje tive fun tion value
is not omputed for any infeasible solution. Sin e all feasible solutions have zero onstraint violation and all
infeasible solutions are evaluated a ording to their onstraint violations only, both the obje tive fun tion
value and onstraint violation are not ombined in any solution in the population. Thus, there is no need
to have any penalty parameter R for this approa h. Moreover, the approa h is also quite pragmati . Sin e
infeasible solutions are not to be re ommended for use, there is no real reason for one to nd the obje tive
fun tion value for an infeasible solution. The method uses a binary tournament sele tion operator, where
two solutions are ompared at a time, and the following s enarios are always assured:
1. Any feasible solution is preferred to any infeasible solution.
2. Among two feasible solutions, the one having a better obje tive fun tion value is preferred.
3. Among two infeasible solutions, the one having a smaller onstraint violation is preferred.
To steer the sear h towards the feasible region and then towards the optimal solution, the method re ommends the use of a ni hed tournament sele tion (where two solutions are ompared in a tournament only if
their Eu lidean distan e is within a pre-spe i ed limit). This ensures that even if a few isolated solutions are
found in the feasible spa e, they will be propagated from one generation to another for maintaining diversity
among the feasible solutions.
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1.5

Theoreti al Modeling of Geneti

Algorithms

Over the last de ade, geneti algorithms have been applied to a numerous sear h and optimization problems, in luding various dis iplines of s ien es, engineering, and ommer e. Although the su ess of these
appli ations in various dis iplines is a testimony of the working of GAs and demonstrates the broad-based
appli ability of GAs, the theoreti al understanding of the working prin iples of GAs is a very re ent phenomenon. This is mainly due to the sto hasti ity, multi-dimensionality, and multi-fa etedness of GAs whi h
make the theoreti al developments diÆ ult to a hieve. In this se tion, we outline di erent te hniques whi h
have been used to attempt to have a better understanding of the working prin iples of a GA.
1.5.1

Fun tional De omposition Approa h

In this approa h, simple models have been proposed to analyze one parti ular aspe t of a GA. Instead of
attempting to model all GA operators in unison, the operators have been lassi ed into various lasses based
on their fun tionality in the sear h pro ess. Su h fun tional de omposition methods have been routinely
used in engineering analysis of omplex systems. Wright Brothers' fun tional de omposition approa h of
studying lift and drag aspe ts separately made them the rst to dis over the theory of ight. While lift
issues were studied, drag was not onsidered and vi e versa. The important and diÆ ult matter of this
approa h is to determine a way to de ompose di erent aspe ts of a omplex system fun tionally. Although
this approa h is an approximate one, but usually provide useful insights of the working of a omplex system.
In the ase of GAs, David Goldberg and his students have been mainly engaged in using this approa h for
unfolding omplex working prin iples of GAs (Goldberg, 1993) and in that pro ess have suggested important
guidelines for a su essful GA simulation. In the following, we des ribe a few of su h studies in brief.
Population Sizing

In a geneti algorithm, a de ision about whether to have a `1' or a `0' has to be made at every bit position.
The me hanism of using sele tion, rossover and mutation is one of the many ways of arriving at a de ision.
Holland viewed this de ision-making in ea h bit independently and ompared the pro ess to a two-armed
bandit game-playing problem. With one arm being xed to either a 1 or a 0, the task is to nd the arm
whi h makes the maximum payo (or tness). With respe t to the above de nition of s hema, every onebit information is an order-one s hema. Sin e the rest (` 1) bits are not onsidered, the tness of one
instantiation of any order-one s hema is dependent on the exa t value of bits at other lo ations.
In order to demonstrate the signi an e of an adequate population size in a GA, let us make use of a
simple bimodal single-variable obje tive fun tion for maximization:
f (x)

=

1N

(x; a1 ; b1 ) +

2N

(x; a2 ; b2 );

(1.9)

where the fun tion N (x; a ; b ) is a Gaussian fun tion with a mean at a and a standard deviation of b . The
sear h spa e is spanned over [0; 1℄. By varying these six parameters, one an obtain fun tions of di ering
omplexity. Let us hoose the lo ation of two maxima: a1 = 0:25, and a2 = 0:80. First, we use the following
setting:
b1 = 0:05; b2 = 0:05;
1 = 0:5;
2 = 1:0:
This makes the se ond maximum (at x = 0:80) the global maximum solution. Figure 1.3 shows the fun tion.
Let us onsider two ompeting s hemata (H0  0  : : : ) and (H1  1  : : : ) and analyze their growth
under geneti operators. Figure 1.3 also shows that the left region (x 2 [0; 0:5℄) is represented by H0 and
the right region (x 2 [0:5; 1:0℄) is represented by the s hema H1 . The average tness of these two s hemata
are also shown with dashed lines. It is lear that the s hema H1 has a better tness than H0 . Sin e the
s hema order and de ning length are identi al for both these s hemata and H1 is above-average, it be omes
a building blo k. Thus, it is expe ted that a GA will make the right de ision of hoosing more solutions of
H1 than H0 . Sin e a GA an de ide the orre t dire tion of sear h by pro essing order-one s hemata alone,
a population of size two is essentially enough. However, note that the average tness values shown by dashed
lines in Figure 1.3 for any of the s hemata do not adequately represent the tness of all the strings whi h are
represented by the s hema. There is a large variation in the tness values among the strings representing a
s hema. Be ause of this variability in tness values, an appropriate number of opies in ea h region must
be present to adequately represent the tness variations. If we assume that  (> 1) number of solutions
are needed to statisti ally represent a region, an overall population of size 2 is enough to solve the above
problem by using a binary- oded GA.
i

i

i
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Figure 1.3: The simple bimodal fun tion and average
tness values of two order-one s hemata.

Figure 1.4: The modi ed bimodal fun tion and average
tness values of two order-one s hemata.

Table 1.2: S hema tness values for the bimodal problem.

S hema tness
Order-one
Order-two
(0.000{0.500) 4.732 (0.000{0.250) 4.732
(0.500{1.000) 2.633 (0.250{0.500) 4.732
(0.500{0.750) 1.828
(0.750{1.000) 3.439

Order-three
(0.000{0.125) 3.848
(0.125{0.250) 5.616
(0.250{0.375) 5.616
(0.375{0.500) 3.848
(0.500{0.625) 1.808
(0.625{0.750) 1.848
(0.750{0.875) 6.324
(0.875{1.000) 0.553

Now let us hange the problem by hoosing another parameter setting:
b1

= 0:20;

b2

= 0:05;

1

= 3;

2

= 1:

Figure 1.4 shows the fun tion having two maxima. Now, the lo al maximum solution o upies a larger
basin of attra tion than the global maximum solution. When the tnesses of H0 and H1 are omputed
(Table 1.2), it is observed that H0 has a better tness than H1 . Thus, if a population size of 2 is used
to solve the modi ed problem, a GA will be misled and emphasize more solutions of H0 in a random initial
population. Although this does not mean that a GA will not be able to re over from su h early mistakes,
a reliable appli ation of the GA would be to make sure that it is started in the orre t dire tion from the
very rst generation. In order to investigate the higher-order s hema ompetitions, we have omputed the
tness of four order-two ompeting s hemata in Table 1.2, where the order of H00 , H01 , H10 and H11 is
verti ally downwards. These values are also shown pi torially in Figure 1.5. Here also, we observe that the
s hema (representing the region 0:750  x  0:875) ontaining the global maximum solution does not win
the ompetition. When we ompute the order-three s hema ompetitions (see Table 1.2), we observe that
the s hema ontaining the global maximum wins the ompetition. Figure 1.6 learly shows that the s hema
ontaining the global maximum has the maximum tness value. However, the overall fun tion is favored for
the lo al maximum. In order to re ognize the importan e of the global maximum solution, a s hema with
a narrower region must be emphasized. In fa t, any higher-order (> 3) s hema ompetition will favor the
global maximum solution. Thus, if a GA has to nd the global maximum in a reliable way, the GA has to
start omparing order-three s hemata with the variability in string tness in mind. Any ompetition lower
than order three will favor the lo al maximum solution. One of the ways to ensure that a GA will start
pro essing from order-three s hemata is to have a population large enough to house strings representing
all 23 ompeting s hemata. Let us re all that the former bimodal problem (see Figure 1.3) required us to
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Figure 1.5: Average tness values of di erent order-two
s hemata shown for the modi ed bimodal fun tion.

Figure 1.6: Average tness values of di erent order-three
s hemata shown for the modi ed bimodal fun tion.
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Figure 1.7: A fun tion with a large variability in fun tion values demands a large population size to nd the global
optimum.

start pro essing from order-one s hemata (having 21 or two ompeting s hemata) in order to pro eed in
the orre t dire tion. Sin e here, eight s hemata are ompeting, a population of size 8 would be adequate
to represent a suÆ ient number of strings from ea h of the eight ompeting s hemata. Thus, the modi ed
bimodal problem needs four times more population size in order to reliably nd the global maximum solution
ompared to the original bimodal problem.
Thus, we observe that the population size is related to the omplexity of the problem. The parameter
 depends on the variability in tness values of strings representing a s hema. For example, when keeping
the lo ation of two maxima, if the fun tion is not as smooth (Figure 1.7), the required sample size  needed
to dete t a signal from the noise would be higher. Based on these onsiderations, Goldberg et al. (1992)
al ulated a population sizing estimate for a binary- oded GA. Following this study, Harik et al. (1993)
tightened the sizing expression by onsidering the s hema ompetition from a gambler's ruin model.
Exploitation Versus Exploration

Besides hoosing an appropriate population size, another important matter is the balan e between exploitation aused by the sele tion operator and the exploration introdu ed by the hosen re ombination and
mutation operators. If the sele tion operator uses too mu h sele tion pressure, meaning that it emphasizes
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Figure 1.8: A theoreti al ontrol map for the working of a GA on the one-max problem (Goldberg et al., 1993).

the population-best solution too mu h by assigning many opies of it, the population loses its diversity very
qui kly. In order to bring ba k the diversity, the exploration power of the re ombination and mutation operators must be large, meaning that these operators must be able to reate solutions whi h are fairly di erent
from the parent solutions. Otherwise, the population an be ome the vi tim of ex essive sele tion pressure
and eventually onverge to a sub-optimal solution. On the other hand, if the sele tion pressure is very
low, meaning that not mu h emphasis is given to the population-best solutions, the GA's sear h pro edure
behaves like a random sear h pro ess. Although a qualitative argument of the balan e between these two
issues an be made and understood, a quantitative relationship between them is diÆ ult to a hieve.
Goldberg et al. (1992) and Thierens and Goldberg (1993) balan ed the extent of exploitation and
exploration issues by al ulating the hara teristi times of a sele tion and a rossover operator. In their
earlier work (Goldberg and Deb, 1992), the take-over times t of a number of sele tion operators were
al ulated. The take-over time was de ned as the number of generations required for the population-best
solution to o upy all but one of the population slots by repetitive appli ation of the sele tion operator
alone. This hara teristi time of a sele tion operator provides information about the speed with whi h the
best solution in a population is emphasized. It was observed that binary tournament sele tion and linear
ranking sele tion (with an assignment of two opies to the best solution) have the same take-over times.
Proportionate sele tion is mu h slower than tournament sele tion.
For the uniform rossover operator, investigators have al ulated the mixing time t , whi h refers to
the number of generations required before repetitive appli ation of the rossover operator alone an nd a
desired solution. This time gives information about how long a GA would have to wait before an adequate
mixing of population members an produ e the desired solutions.
By omparing the order of magnitudes of these two hara teristi times, investigators argued that a GA
will work su essfully if the following relationship holds:
p  A ln s;
(1.10)
where A is a onstant whi h relates to the string length and population size and s is the sele tion pressure. On
the one-max test problem, where the obje tive is to maximize the number of 1s in a string, Figure 1.8 shows
the theoreti al ontrol map for su essful GAs. A similar ontrol map is obtained using GA simulation results
(Figure 1.9). What is interesting to note from these gures is that a GA with any arbitrary parameter
setting is not expe ted to work well even on a simple problem. A GA with a sele tion pressure s and a
rossover probability p falling inside the ontrol map nds the desired optimum. The above problem is a
bit-wise linear problem, where a de ision an be made in ea h bit, independent of the de isions taken at other
bits. Even for this problem, a tournament sele tion with a large tournament size (su h as s = 20 or so) and
the uniform rossover operator with a small rossover probability (su h as p = 0:2 or so) and no mutation,
is not expe ted to nd the true optimum solution. Although these parameter settings are probably extreme
ones to hoose in any appli ation, they provide an understanding of the importan e of intera tions among
GA operators and their parameter settings in performing a su essful GA run.
For a sele tion pressure lower than a riti al value, GAs an drift to any arbitrary solution and for a very
large sele tion pressure, GAs ause important building blo ks to ompete among themselves, thereby not
nding the desired optimum. These two ases be ome the two extreme bounds on the sele tion pressure in
the above ontrol map.
s
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Figure 1.9: Simulation results show the working region for a GA on the one-max problem (Goldberg et al., 1993).
GA Operator Intera tions Under Fixed Number of Trials

It is lear from the des ription of the working prin iples of a GA that GA operators are tunable with the
parameters asso iated with ea h of them. Sin e there exist exibilities for hanging the importan e of one
operator over another or exibilities in using a di erent representation s heme to suit a problem, GAs are
widely appli able to various types of problems. As we have seen in the previous se tion, along with this
exibility a burden is pla ed on the part of the user to hoose an appropriate ombination of GA operators
and their parameters. While fa ing a real-world problem, the overall time to solve the problem is often xed.
This means that whatever algorithm is used to solve the problem at hand, we are only allowed to use a
xed number of trials (or fun tion evaluations). For the sake of our dis ussion here, let us say that we are
allowed to use a total of S trials to solve a problem. Sin e in a generational GA we reate N new o spring at
every generation, this means that we are allowed to run a GA having a population size N for a maximum of
tmax = S=N generations. If N is small, a large number of generations are allowed. On the other hand, if N is
large, a small number of generations will be allowed. Then, an important point to ponder is what population
size is appropriate to hoose when the overall number of trials is xed. A related question to ask is: `Given
the adequate population size, what ombination of GA operators is appropriate?' It is important to realize
that the answer to these questions will be di erent if the maximum number of allowed trials does not have a
bound. Several resear hers have attempted to nd su h GA operators and their parameter intera tions for
xed number of trials, simply be ause su h onsiderations are pragmati in solving real-world problems.
Deb and Agrawal (1998) ondu ted a series of experiments with di erent GA operators and parameter
settings and applied these to di erent problems of varying diÆ ulties. The out ome of this study is important
and is outlined in the following:
1. For simpler problems (su h as well-behaved unimodal or linear problems), a GA with a sele tion operator and a rossover or a mutation operator, or a ombination of rossover and mutation operators,
an all work satisfa torily. However, there is a distin t di eren e in the required population size in
ea h ase. For a sele to-mutation GA, a small population size (su h as 3{6) provides the optimum
performan e. Sin e a sele to-mutation GA is similar to a lo al sear h approa h, instead of more population members it requires a larger number of iterations to navigate its sear h towards the optimum.
On the other hand, for a sele to-re ombinative GA (with no mutation operator), the population size
requirement is rather high. A GA with a rossover requires an adequate population size (des ribed in
Se tion 1.5.1) to steer the sear h in the right dire tion. Sin e the sear h relies on ombining salient
building blo ks, the building blo k dis overy and their emphasis requires an adequate number of population members. However, on e the salient building blo ks are found, not many generations are needed
to ombine them together. Thus, although a larger population size is in order, the number of generations required may be omparatively smaller. This is in ontradi tion to the ommon belief that sin e
GAs use a population of solutions in ea h iteration, they are omputationally more expensive than a
lo al sear h algorithm.
2. For diÆ ult problems (where diÆ ulty an ome from multi-modality, dimensionality of the sear h
spa e, ruggedness of the tness fun tion, et .), sele to-mutation GAs do not work su essfully in nding
the orre t optimum solution. However, sele to-re ombinative GAs an nd the orre t optimum with
an adequate population size. Oates et al. (1999) observed similar results on a number of other problems.
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Statisti al Dynami s Approa h

On a more rigorous note, GAs have been mainly analyzed from two aspe ts. On the ma ros opi aspe t,
the dynami s of GA population statisti s, su h as population mean tness, population varian e in tness,
et . are estimated. We des ribe some of these pro edures in this subse tion. On the mi ros opi aspe t, the
dynami s of ea h individual string in a population is estimated. For obvious reasons, this latter approa h is
more detailed and we defer its dis ussion till the next subse tion.
To illustrate the statisti al dynami s approa h, let us onsider a simple fun tion of boolean variables
(largely known as the `onemax' problem), in whi h the obje tive is to maximize the number of 1s in a
string of length `. Here, we onsider ` = 100. Figure 1.10 shows the simulation results of a GA with
a binary tournament sele tion and bit-wise mutation (p = 0:01). The histogram of population tness
m
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Figure 1.10: Histogram of individual tness values at di erent generations for the onemax problem.

values at various generations of a single run are shown in the gure. In the initial population (marked as
generation=0), it is expe ted to have 50% 1s in any string, thereby showing a distribution of tness values
with a mean lose to 50. However, with generation, the mean population tness in reases and approa hes
the maximum tness of 100. There are a several important matters to noti e from su h a plot.
1. The varian e in the population tness redu es with generation number. This implies that the strings
in a population get more similar with generation number.
2. The rate of in rease in the population mean tness slows down as it approa hes the optimum. This
is evident by observing the progress in the rst 100 generations of the run and that in the subsequent
100 generations of the same run.
Although the above gure portrays the population details somewhat in ea h generation, the distribution
of tness values in a population an also be aptured by means of some statisti s involving the tness
distribution. For example, the mean population tness and the standard deviation in population tness
values an provide some idea of the distribution of tness as it evolves with generation. Figures 1.11 and
1.12 show these quantities by solid lines. It is lear that while the mean population tness is approa hing
the optimum, the standard deviation of population tness redu es.
It is lear from the des ription of a GA that it is sto hasti in the sense that it begins its sear h from
a random population, its sele tion operator involves sampling and its rossover and mutation operators
probabilisti ally hange strings. Thus, it is expe ted that the dynami s of a GA will vary from one simulation
run to another. For example, if we keep a history of the population mean tness as it evolves from generation
to generation, two independent runs of a GA with identi al GA parameters su h as population size, GA
operators et . will not produ e exa tly the same statisti s. In the statisti al dynami s approa h, resear hers
are interested in nding the dynami s of ensemble average of some population statisti s su h as population
mean tness, varian e in population tness, skewness in population tness et . with generation. Figures 1.11
and 1.12 show the ensemble averages of mean and standard deviation in population tness values of 100
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di erent GA simulations (with p = 0:01), ea h starting from a di erent set of random solutions. In this
m
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Figure 1.12: Standard deviation in population tness
with generation number for the onemax problem.

Figure 1.11: Mean population tness with generation
number for the onemax problem.

problem with the hosen GA parameters, the gures show that the di eren e between one simulation run and
the average of 100 simulation runs is not signi ant. Figure 1.13 shows the orresponding histogram for the
ensemble average of tness values. It is lear from these gures that the variation of ensemble average values
is more gradual than that of a single simulation run. It is this fa t that has motivated a group of resear hers
to attempt to nd theoreti al models for predi ting the dynami s of ensemble average of population statisti s.
In the following, we des ribe one su h results from Prugel-Bennett and Rogers (2001).
Modeling of Ensemble Population Statisti s

In su h a model, the rst task is to identify whi h population statisti s are to be studied. Most studies so far
have onsidered the ensemble mean , the ensemble standard deviation  , the ensemble skewness 2 , and the
ensemble kurtosis 3 . Starting from initial values of these statisti s (assuming a random initial population),
the di eren e equations of these quantities are onstru ted under individual geneti operations, as follows:
0
1
0 ( ) (t) 1
0 ( ) (t) 1
(t)
B
B
 (t) C
 ( ) (t) C
 ( ) (t) C
Sele!tion B
Crossover
B
C
B
C
B
!
 2 (t) A
 2 ( ) (t) A
A
 2 ( ) (t) C
( )
( )
3 (t)
3 (t)
3 (t)
1
0 ( ) (t) 1 0
(t + 1)
B  (t + 1) C
B ( ) (t) C
Mutation
! B
A:
A=B
 2 (t + 1) C
 2 ( ) (t) C
3 (t + 1)
3 ( ) (t)
For the onemax problem, Prugel-Bennett and Rogers (2001) have al ulated the following di eren e
equations assuming an in nite population and that the tness distributions have only non-zero mean and
varian e. However, they al ulated the evolution of the skewness term as well for the onemax fun tion. For
simpli ity, we only present the results for the mean and varian e terms. Under the tournament sele tion,
the mean and varian e terms are as follows:
 (t)
(1.11)
( ) (t) = (t) + p ;

s
s

s
s

m
m

m
m

s



(s) 2

 1
(t) = 1  2 (t):

Under the mutation operator, the quantities hange to the following:
( ) (t) = p ` + (1 2p )( ) (t);
m

m

m

s

(1.12)
(1.13)
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Figure 1.13: Histogram of ensemble average of individual tness values of 100 simulation runs at di erent generations
for the onemax problem.
 (m) (t)

2p )2 ( ) (t):
(1.14)
Substituting the terms for ( ) (t) and ( ) 2 (t) in the above equations, we have the mean tness and varian e
of the population tness after one iteration of a sele to-mutation GA:
(1 p2p ) (t);
(t + 1) = p ` + (1 2p )(t) +
(1.15)
2

s

=

pm (1

pm )` + (1

s

m

2

s

m

m

 2 (t + 1)

=

pm (1

m

pm )` + (1





2p )2 1 1
m



 2 (t):

(1.16)

The above two di eren e equations will be started with (0) = `=2 and 2 (0) = `=4. Although an exa t
solution to these equations may be diÆ ult to a hieve, they represent an approximate model of the geneti
operations. Su h systems of equations an be iterated to get an insight to the working of a GA. Figures 1.14
and 1.15 shows the out ome of the iteration of the above equations using p = 0:01. Comparing with
m
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Figure 1.14: Mean population tness with generation
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Figure 1.15: Standard deviation in population tness
with generation number for the onemax problem obtained by theory.

simulated results shown in Figures1.11 and 1.12, it an be seen that that theoreti al results predi t the GA
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performan e quite well. Su h equations an also be used to nd the attra tors and to establish the stability
of GAs at the attra tors. For the above system of equations, the attra tors are as follows:
1 2pp  ;
(1.17)
 = `=2 +
s 2p 
p (1 p )`
 =
(1.18)
1 (1 2p )2 (1 1=) :
m

m

m

m

m

p

For a very small mutation rate (p  1), the nal mean is  = (` + `=p )=2 (for p  1=`) and the
varian e is  2 = p `. A areful analysis of these equations will also reveal that there are two phases of
operation. In the initial transient phase, the varian e of the population de ays very fast. In the next long
phase, the mean approa hes the optima slowly with a small redu tion rate in the varian e.
In addition to orre ting the above terms by in luding more population statisti s, resear hers have also
been able to in lude rossover operations into the al ulation for ertain tness fun tions. For the onemax
problem, Prugel-Bennett and Rogers (2001) have shown that the presen e of a uniform rossover delays the
rst phase of loosing diversity, thereby allowing a better sear h.
Resear hers have also omputed the above quantities for a nite population. In su h an analysis, rst an
in nite population model is a hieved. Thereafter, the equations are orre ted by probabilisti ally hoosing
a sample of size N from the in nite population model. For an ensemble of populations, this will not a e t
the mean population tness, but the varian e of population tness for a nite population be omes smaller
than that in the in nite population model. In other words, GA with a nite population looses its variability
qui kly and may lead to a poor performan e.
One ni e aspe t of this approa h, however, is that it an be used to study parametri intera tions.
Attra tors and their stability an be understood using the well-established theories of non-linear dynami s
(Shapiro, 2001). However, in order to use these tools, rst the user needs to develop the di eren e equation
models for the GA operators at hand. It is lear that the e e t of the sele tion operator depends on the
hosen obje tive fun tion. Moreover, sin e information about individual solution in a population is not
pro essed independently, the evolution of the best solution in a population is diÆ ult to tra k using this
approa h.
m

m

m

m

1.5.3

Dynami al Systems Model

In this model, a population p is de ned as a point in the spa e of all possible populations . The e e t of one
generation of a GA is to hange the population to another population in . In these studies the emphasis is
then to nd the expe ted next population from the urrent population. Continuing this pro ess will lead to
nding the attra tor populations. This theory is largely due to Mi heal D. Vose and details of the analysis
pro edure exist in his re ently published seminal book (Vose, 1999).
For an `-bit binary oding, there are s = 2 strings. Any population p ontaining N strings an be
represented as a s-dimensional real ve tor with an element p = a =N , where a is the number of string i in
the population. For example, with a 2-bit string oding, a population having one opy of 00, no opies of
01, six opies of 10, and three opies of 11, the population ve tor is p = (0:1; 0:0; 0:6; 0:3) . From the above
dis ussion, we observe three properties of a valid population ve tor:
1. Every omponent of a valid population ve tor is non-negative.
2. The sum of all omponents of a valid population ve tor is one.
3. For a nite population of size N , ea h omponent of a valid population ve tor will be an integer
multiple of 1=N .
The set of all population ve tors (or points) whi h satisfy all of the above onditions is alled a simplex.
Thus, for an in nite population, any non-negative entry in a population ve tor is allowed provided that the
sum of all entries is one. However, for a nite population, only a nite number of populations qualify for
the simplex. For example, with s = 2, all populations lying on the straight line shown in Figure 1.16 is a
member of the simplex in the ase of an in nite population, whereas for N = 10, only the points marked by
ir les qualify for the simplex.
Given a population p, it is now important to nd the expe ted population after the a tion of geneti
operators. Under proportionate sele tion, ea h string i has a probability f (i)=(N f(p)) to be sele ted. Thus,
`
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Figure 1.16: Simplex for the in nite and nite population (N = 10) GAs.

the expe ted population ve tor is

= 1 Dp;
f (p)
= f (i). The above equation an be rewritten as
Dp = f(p)p( ) :
p(s)

where D is a diagonal matrix with D

i;i

(1.19)

s

Vose (1999) has also onsidered the e e t of rossover and mutation on population p( ) . These additional
operators have an e e t of multiplying the left term by two hara teristi matri es (C and M) ontaining
the rossover and mutation parameters:
CMDp(t) = f(p(t))p(t + 1):
(1.20)
s

At the xed-point, the above equation redu es to the following eigenvalue problem:

Ap = p:

(1.21)

Here A = CMD and  = f(p). For the details of the onstru tion pro edure of these matri es, readers are
referred to the original study (Vose 1999) and Rowe (2001). The Perron-Frobenius theorem suggests that
for a positive real entries in A, there exists only one eigenve tor whi h lie in the simplex  and this happens
for the leading eigenvalue of the above system. Thus, the solution of the above equation will reveal the
xed-point population ve tor (the eigenve tor orresponding to the leading eigenvalue). As a byprodu t, the
orresponding eigenvalue would represent the mean tness of the xed-point population.
For an in nite population, the eigenve tor will dire tly represent the xed-point. However, for nite
populations, the eigenve tor of the above equation may not be a feasible member of the simplex. For
example, with s = 4, if the eigenve tor of the above equation is p = (0:2156; 0:1762; 0:5432;
0:0650) , a population size of N = 10 annot ever have this population ve tor in the simplex. The important
question is then to nd whi h member of the simplex is the attra tor for a nite population? To answer this
question, we have to al ulate the transition probability of one population to hange to another population
under geneti operations.
For a given population p(t), the probability distribution over all possible next populations, di tated by
the equation p(t + 1) = G (p(t)) has been al ulated by Vose and Liepins (1991). The probability that the
next population is q, given that the urrent population is p, is
T

N!

Y1 (G (p) )
(N q )!
=0

s

Nq

i

i

i

:

i

For any population p, G (p) is the expe ted next population. The norm of the ve tor (G (p) p) (or, kG (p) pk)
will indi ate a distan e (or for e) between the expe ted next population and the urrent population. Thus, it
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an be argued that in the ase of nite populations, although the eigenve tor p is not a feasible population,
GAs will spend more time at a population p for whi h the kp p k is smaller. For the above example ase,
a GA is expe ted to spend more time in a population p = (0:2; 0:2; 0:5; 0:1) (with 20% strings are at 00
and 01, 50% strings at 10, and 10% strings are 11) than any other population. This population p is then
the likely attra tor of the given problem.
Arguing from the distan e point of view, the operator G an be onsidered ontinuous in the vi inity of
the xed point. This suggests an interesting phenomenon about the in nite population xed points applied
to nite populations. Sin e a feasible population ve tor is usually not the in nite population xed point,
feasible populations lose to the in nite population xed point will have a large probability for a GA to get
attra ted to. Although it has been argued that the simplex  ontains exa tly one xed-point in the ase
of in nite population, in ertain problems there ould be more than one xed points whi h lie just outside
the simplex. For example, an infeasible xed-point (the eigenve tor orresponding to the se ond largest
eigenvalue) ould be p = (0:5821; 0:3301; 0:0436; 0:1314) . Although this in nite population xed point is
not feasible, GAs will have a large probability to get attra ted to one of the neighboring feasible populations.
In the above example, the feasible population where a GA may stay for a long time is p = (0:6; 0:3; 0:0; 0:1) .
Su h attra tors are alled meta-stable attra tors.
The presen e of mutation operators guarantees that any population an be visited from a population in a
nite time (Davis and Prin ipe, 1991). Thus, the presen e of many su h meta-stable attra tors may ause a
GA to wander from one attra tor to another. With a small population size, the granularity of the simplex is
less and many population ve tors will a t as meta-stable populations, thereby ausing a GA to be attra ted
to a false optimum more often. However, with a large population size, population ve tors with relatively
smaller for es will qualify as attra tors and will therefore spend more time in su h meta-stable states than
that with a smaller population size.
With a areful modeling of the GA at hand, this approa h will provide interesting insights about di erent
attra tors and their stabilities as a fun tion of population size. Sin e a omplete population ve tor is evolved
over generation, the best population member an also be tra ked. However, sin e all 2 strings are involved
with a matrix size of 2  2 , omputer simulations for a reasonable-sized problem be omes a diÆ ulty.
T

T

T
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There exists a number of extensions to the simple GA des ribed above. Interested readers may refer to the
GA literature for details:
Real- oded GA: Variables taking real values are used dire tly, instead of using a binary oding of them.
Although identi al sele tion operators des ribed here an be used, the tri k lies in developing eÆ ient
rossover and mutation operators (Deb and Agrawal, 1995; Deb and Kumar, 1995; Eshelman and
S ha er, 1992; Kita et al., 1998; Tsutsui et al., 1999) Among these studies, some rossover operators,
su h as simulated binary rossover (SBX), blend rossover (BLX), fuzzy re ombination operator (FR)
use a variable-by-variable rossover, where an adaptive probability distribution using two parents is
used to reate one or two new o spring solutions. Some other rossover operators, su h as UNDX and
SPX use multinomial probability distribution among many parent solutions to reate more than one
o spring solutions. In most studies, a zero-mean normal distribution with an adaptive varian e term
is used as the mutation operator.
Sin e real numbers are used dire tly, the real- oded GAs eliminate the arbitrary pre ision and Hamming
li problem asso iated with the binary GAs. Moreover, sin e adaptive probability distributions are
used, some of these GAs have demonstrated their ability to self-adapt in non-stationary problems.
A small population size (of the order of 4 or 5) is used (Krishnakumar, 1989). This GA
solely depends on the mutation operator, sin e su h a small population annot take advantage of the
dis overy of good partial solutions by a sele to-re ombination GA. However, for unimodal and simple
problems, mi ro-GAs are good andidates. For problems where the fun tion evaluations are expensive,
many resear hers have used mi ro-GAs with a small population size in the expe tation of nding a
reasonable solution.
Knowledge-augmented GA: GA operators and/or the initial population is assisted with problem knowledge, if available. In most problems, some problem information is available and generi GA operators
mentioned in this paper an be modi ed to make the sear h pro ess faster (Davidor, 1991; Deb, 1993).

Mi ro GA:
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A lassi al greedy sear h operator is used starting from a solution obtained by a GA. Sin e a
GA an nd a good regions in the sear h spa e qui kly, using a greedy approa h from a solution in the
global basin may make the overall sear h e ort eÆ ient (Powell and Skolni k, 1989; Kelly and Davis,
1991).
Multimodal GA: Due to the population approa h, GAs an be used to nd multiple optimal solutions in
one simulation of a GA run. In su h a multi-modal GA, only the reprodu tion operator needs to be
modi ed. In one implementation, the raw tness of a solution is degraded with its ni he ount, an
estimate of the number of neighboring solutions. It has been shown that if the reprodu tion operator is
performed with the degraded tness values, stable subpopulations an be maintained at various optima
of the obje tive fun tion (Deb, 1989; Deb and Goldberg, 1989; Goldberg and Ri hardson, 1987). This
allows GAs to nd multiple optimal solutions simultaneously in one single simulation run.
Multi-obje tive GA: Most real-world sear h and optimization problems involve multiple on i ting obje tives, of whi h the user is unable to establish a relative preferen e. Su h onsiderations give rise to
a set of multiple optimal solutions, largely known as the Pareto-optimal solutions or inferior solutions.
Multiple Pareto-optimal solutions are found simultaneously in a population. A GA is unique optimization algorithm in solving multi-obje tive optimization problems in this respe t. In one implementation,
non-domination on ept is used with all obje tive fun tions to determine a tness measure for ea h solution. Thereafter, the GA operators des ribed here are used as usual. On a number of multi-obje tive
optimization problems, this non-dominated sorting GA has been able to nd multiple Pareto-optimal
solutions in one single run (Deb, 2001; Fonse a and Fleming, 1993; Horn et al., 1994; Srinivas and
Deb, 1994).
Non-stationary GA: The on ept of diploidy and dominan e an be implemented in a GA to solve nonstationary optimization problems. Information about earlier good solutions an be stored in re essive
alleles and when needed an be expressed by suitable geneti operators (Goldberg and Smith, 1987).
S heduling GA: Job-shop s heduling, time tabling, traveling salesman problems are solved using GAs.
A solution in these problems is a permutation of N obje ts (name of ma hines or ities). Although
reprodu tion operator similar to one des ribed here an be used, the rossover and mutation operators
must be di erent. These operators are designed in order to produ e o springs whi h are valid and yet
have ertain properties of both parents (Davis, 1991; Goldberg, 1989; Starkweather, 1991).

Hybrid GA:

1.7

Con lusions

In this paper, we have des ribed a new but potential sear h and optimization algorithm, originally on eived
by John Holland about three de ades ago, but now gained a lot of popularity. A geneti algorithm (GA) is
di erent from other lassi al sear h and optimization methods in a number of ways: it does not use gradient
information; it works with a set of solutions instead of one solution in ea h iteration; it works on a oding of
solutions instead of solutions themselves; it is a sto hasti sear h and optimization pro edure; and it is highly
parallelizable. GAs are nding in reasing popularity primarily be ause of their wide spread appli ability,
global perspe tive, and inherent parallelism.
We have also dis ussed three di erent approa hes for understanding theoreti al aspe ts of GAs. Of
them, the fun tional de omposition approa h allows a simple yet approximate method of understanding
GA parameter intera tions. The statisti al me hani s and dynami al systems approa hes are sophisti ated
and diÆ ult to pursue, but will provide a more theoreti ally sound analysis. All of these approa hes have
merits and demerits and must be used onveniently and appropriately, but ertainly should not be used in
a ompetitive sense. Only with these analysis tools at hand and the results derived from su h analyses, GA
users will be more on dent and wise in hoosing GA operators and parameters, a matter of whi h will take
the whole e ort of GA resear h and appli ation for the past thirty years to its well-deserved promise land.
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